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How to Use This Book

�The activities and ideas in this book are presented in a 
specific sequence. However, the book is designed to 

be flexible. You can use it alone or to support a course 
book. some teachers may take a month or two to work 
on the play and the accompanying activities. a longer time 
frame allows you to go deeper into research and skills develop-
ment throughout the rehearsal period. Other teachers may take a 
week, skip over some of the activities, shorten rehearsal time, and have 
students read with a script in hand. either way, students working in collaboration 
can benefit from their experience with conversational english.

The best way to plan your theatre production is to read through the script, activities, and back-
ground reading texts. Then decide on an approach that best fits your students’ level, your curricular 
objectives, and your schedule. also decide how much you will need to be involved in supporting the 
production. For many classes, the students are able to do much of the work themselves. By putting 
them in charge, you give them opportunities to use language to share ideas, solve problems, make sug-
gestions, give feedback, and otherwise negotiate meaning in a way that feels purposeful and relevant. 

Once you have decided on an approach, you can mix and match the activities to fit your cur-
ricular objectives. There are related articles that can be expanded to work on reading skills. There 
are writing prompts that allow students to analyze the topic from different perspectives. These can 
also be used as preparation for a mini-debate on whether young people should be given opportuni-
ties to take risks—a major theme of Rising Water. some teachers might like to reserve part of the 
class for skills work and the other part of the class for rehearsal.

to plan the production, think carefully about your schedule. You want students to feel a sense 
of accomplishment at the end. Having students memorize lines, block, rehearse, and perform a 
play is rewarding but it takes an investment of time and energy. if you don’t have the time, you 
can aim for a rehearsed reading in the style of Reader’s Theater and still reap many of the benefits. 
(For Reader’s Theater support, go to http://www.alphabetpublishingbooks.com/integrated-skills-
through-drama.) Readers’ theater is particularly effective when your goal is to capture the sounds 
and rhythm of english.
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in terms of leveling, there are a number of ways to adjust the materials to fit the level of your 
class. This module is designed for intermediate levels and above. For lower levels, you might want 
to simply use the play as a text. You can do the activities and discuss the characters’ decisions and 
the plot, as well as the topic of human behavior in times of crisis. Then you can have students 
practice reading the parts from the script to work on sounds and intonation. For middle levels, 
you might have students memorize and perform the play, but use the intermission model on page 
[XX] to allow for questions, or let the audience read along. to increase the challenge for higher 
levels, do a full performance. Have students memorize lines and perform for another group, or 
even create a video to be shown to a wider audience. also, feel free to allow students to adapt the 
script to suit their goals if you have several groups stage the same play, consider small changes such 
as having a female actor play the male lead, or having some of the groups rewrite a specific scene, 
such as the ending, or even write new scenes. (in this case, you will want to change names in the 
script to reflect different genders or countries as needed.) small adaptations like this will allow you 
and the students to be creative while keeping the show fresh from one performance to the next. if 
groups produce different plays, you may want to start performances with a short introduction to 
the script’s central issues. This can be done by the director as a way to help the audience follow the 
plot. in addition, you can also add or double up roles. it may be helpful to have at least one person 
who does not act take on the role of director, videographer, and/or stage manager. For more ideas 
see the suggestions below.

While students are rehearsing, you can circulate, take notes, and provide language and skills 
support as needed. You can also meet with each group to give specific feedback on pronunciation 
or scene work. some groups may need more encouragement than others, but as long as the play 
is comprehensible, and they have the language skills to communicate with each other, students 
should be able to produce a play with minimal support. 

You also have choices on how you handle performances. some teachers like to do all the plays 
on the same day, while others do one a day for two or more days. if your class is doing one play, you 
might perform for a different class, perhaps one at a lower level. in any case, allow 25 to 30 minutes 
for each performance and consider doing a talkback or having classmates give feedback at the end. 
(see the post-performance section)

Finally, there are ideas for different types of assessment at the end of the book. if using a rubric 
such as the one on page [XX], it is a good idea to give the rubric to the students at the beginning of 
the production, so they know what you will value. in a real production, the director simply gives 
notes. These notes tell the student how you felt when they said or did something and sometimes 
offer suggestions for alternatives. notes are more supportive and less evaluative. This may be pref-
erable if you do not need to give a specific grade.

Most importantly, enjoy the process! experiment. Think critically. Be creative. and above all, 
have fun! 
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suggestiOns FOr DiFFerent ClAss siZes
Different classes have different numbers of students. This can present a challenge when producing 
a play so here are some suggestions for making sure all students are engaged. By dividing the class 
into groups and giving each group a project, you can provide practice for everyone. One way to do 
this is to give students a preference sheet. some may prefer to act. Others may prefer to participate 
in a debate. 

group option one: Have each group produce the play but give the production their own unique 
interpretation. each group can discuss and adapt the play as they wish. They can combine or cut 
roles. They can also add scenes as they wish. groups can perform for each other and discuss their 
different choices.

group option two: Produce two different plays by having a second group work with one of the 
other plays in alphabet Publishing’s Integrated Skills through Drama series. Have the two groups 
perform for each other.

group option three: Have one group organize and have a debate based on the readings and pos-
sibly some outside research on the topic. see suggestions for debate topics on page XX in the post-
performance section and find materials for structuring a mini-debate on the alphabet Publishing 
website at: http://www.alphabetpublishingbooks.com/integrated-skills-through-drama)

group option four: Have one or two videographers make a documentary about the process. They 
can interview and film the actors as they prepare for their roles. Then the videographers can edit 
the video and share it with the class.

group option five: Have one group write and produce a short sequel to the play or even a different 
play around the theme of teenage risk-taking. to get started, they need characters and a conflict 
that they need to overcome. Choose one of the following ideas or create your own. Create enough 
characters so that everyone has a role. see page XX in the post-performance section for ideas.



Preview

think ABOut the tOpiC 
look at the photo and discuss your answers to the questions below:

a. How would you describe the people in these pictures?
b. What kind of confidence does each person need?
c. Which image reflects your personal strengths? How? 

DisCuss the title 
Read the statements with the phrase out of control below. Then discuss your answers to the ques-
tions with a partner. share with the class

1. i just got the bill, and our spending is totally out of control. We’re going to have to cut up the 
credit card!

Who is talking?

Where are they?

What might have happened?
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2. i’m really worried about natalie’s grades, Mrs. louis. Her screen time has gotten way out of 
control and she won’t listen to me or her father. We’ve tried taking away her phone until she 
finishes her homework, but she refuses to do it. 

Who is talking?

Where are they?

What might have happened?

3. i’m not sure why you are so mad at me. The decision to cancel the project was out of my control. 

Who is talking?

Where are they?

What might have happened?

The expression out of control is used when people cannot manage a person or a situation. Here 
are some examples.

 y Parents often say their children are out of control when the children do not obey them or 
make reckless choices. 

 y a person can also say, “It is out of my control,” when they have no power to influence a 
decision.

 y sometimes people say a natural disaster is out of control when they feel powerless to stop it. 
For example, “The forest fire is burning out of control,” means that the firefighters cannot 
put out the fire.

 y sometimes people also use the expression losing control. This means they are about to be-
come emotional or unable to handle a situation with a person or machine.

COnVersAtiOn skills 

Read the situations below. Work with a partner. Decide what you would you say to the person. 
Then think of what you would say about the person to someone else. try to use the expression out 
of control or lose control.

The person is: 
 y driving their car very fast and dangerously because the person is upset about being late.
 y playing soccer or basketball and gets in a fight with someone on the other team.
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 y going into debt because they are spending a lot of money on entertainment.
 y playing computer games so much that they are not taking a shower, stopping for meals, or 

going to school or work.

Write ABOut the tOpiC 
sometimes teenagers take risks. They break rules or do dangerous things even when they know 
they might get in trouble. social science researchers now want to understand why young people 
can be reckless. What are your thoughts? Think about the questions below and try to answer them 
in three or four detailed paragraphs.

 y Can you think of a time when you took a risk, as a teenager? Where were you? Who were you 
with? What did you do? Why did you do it?

 y What happened afterwards? What were the positive and negative effects? What did you learn 
about yourself or the world?

 y What do you think teachers, parents, and other adults need to understand about teenagers’ 
need for adventure? and what can they do to support teens?

share your stories in groups. Who likes taking risks? When is it good to take risks?
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reAD the article about how people helped each during a 2017 flood in Houston, texas. Highlight 
important points. Then do the discussion task below.

Heroes of the storm
“We need help.”

“We had five elderly people, and only two have been rescued in new Caney.” 

"i’ve got a gentleman trapped inside of a 
black truck. … One male, and one ger-
man shepherd named Happy.”

“in Cypresswood, they are needing boats 
over there. They said they have boats 
running, but they have about 600 peo-
ple stranded. We are headed that way …  
just coming out of spring.”

“take a picture, write down your address 
and phone number. add it to this group 
and we can get to you.” 

These calls came to texas search and Rescue during Hurricane Harvey in 2017. Over a period of 
about 72 hours, the storm dropped 50 inches of rain in the greater Houston area (about a trillion 
gallons). it flooded streets and trapped people in their homes. some tried to walk out into the flooded 
streets. Others went to upstairs bedrooms or roofs and used their cell phones to call for help.

emergency teams worked around the clock to respond to the calls. The Houston police, fire, 
and traffic safety workers left their families and came to work. They got in small boats and went 
looking for victims. The water was often so deep that the boats passed over the tops of cars. 

“You couldn’t really wrap your head around it,” an officer told KHOU, a local television station 
later. “You don’t have any control,” said another. Many of them also said they could not have done it 
alone. “We could not have achieved what this city has achieved without all the volunteers,” said a third.

indeed, while government workers responded quickly, they were overwhelmed by the need. 
greater Houston is bigger than some states, and water had flooded the roads, so people could not 
escape. The army came with big trucks. They began moving people out, but the emergency calls 
kept coming. More help was needed.

That help came. Ordinary citizens with small boats put on their rain gear and went out into the 
storm with the official emergency crews. They coordinated with volunteer operators who used cell 
phones and social media to find victims. Then they used gPs systems to drive their boats through 
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flooded neighborhoods. as day turned to night, 
they kept going back again and again to answer 
the calls.

Volunteers organize 
Many of these volunteers were good at the work. 
They quickly set up communication systems 
through social media and an app called Zello. 
They also knew how to navigate the dangerous 
water. This coordinated effort came from expe-
rience. Many of these people had done it before, not just in Houston, but in other cities where storm 
floods put people in danger. 

One of the largest volunteer groups is called the Cajun navy. The Cajun navy is not a govern-
ment agency. it is a group of fishermen from the neighboring state of louisiana. They are called 
Cajuns because they identify with French-speaking Canadian immigrants who came to the U.s. 
over 200 years ago. These strong and resilient people built homes near the gulf Coast and learned 
to live in a difficult environment. Their French history has influenced their music, food, and cul-
ture, and they have a strong sense of place. They also have boats, and these boats are made to travel 
in places where water is not deep.

When Hurricane Katrina devastated the city of new Orleans in 2005, Cajun fishermen were 
equipped to travel into the flooded city and help victims. as they gained experience and recogni-
tion, they took on the name Cajun navy. When Harvey threatened Houston, many of them remem-
bered how people in Houston had helped them during Katrina. so, they attached their boats to the 
backs of their trucks and came to help their neighbors.

One of the volunteers was a man 
named Joshua lincoln. lincoln’s home had 
flooded during Katrina. When he heard 
about Harvey’s flood victims, he decided 
not to go to work. instead, he took his boat 
to Houston to help. later, in an interview 
with Cnn, he said, “seeing how people in 
texas responded and helped us in a disas-
ter kind of tugged at my heart.” lincoln 
and others were able to help many people, 
including an unconscious woman who was 
floating face down in the water. Only their 
sharp eyes and quick action saved her.
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While some rescues happened out-
side, much of the danger happened inside 
homes. People who are caught in rising 
water have to make difficult choices, and 
sometimes their decisions increase the 
danger they are in. One of these choices 
is whether to go upstairs or try to get up 
on the roof. The roof is safer when water 
gets very high, but the upstairs is easier. 
Many of the most vulnerable victims such 
as the elderly and families with young chil-
dren chose to go upstairs. They could not 
believe the water would pass the second 
floor. However, for a few people, it did. 
Then they had to make an even harder choice: go out the window and try to get on the roof or go 
into their attic.

The attic is the area above the top floor that is often used for storage. Most attics do not have 
windows, so there is no escape. as flooding increased during Harvey, social media posts became 
more urgent. “Do not go into your attic,” people posted and reposted. Yet first responders were 
hearing calls from attics where families were trapped. volunteer phone operators connected the 
rescuers with people in the most danger. Many of them stayed up all night making sure the victims 
got help.

Recovery and rebuilding
While big coordinated efforts helped with extreme situations, individuals also helped each other. 
along a quiet street in the Houston neighborhood of Bellaire, the Hancock family was asleep when 
the rain started to fall. in the middle of the night, a neighbor knocked on the door. When Chandel 
Hancock got up to answer it, her feet splashed into the water that was rising around her bed. Chan-
del, her husband, and their son found themselves walking in waist-high water, hopelessly watching 
as their living room became a lake.

That’s when the neighbors stepped up. They brought the wet family into their home, gave them 
blankets, and made plans to help them clean out the ruined house. One woman took all the Han-
cock’s wet clothes to her home so she could wash and dry them. another brought food. 

When schools closed in the weeks following the flood, young people put down their phones 
and picked up tools. With extra time on their hands, thousands of students organized to tear out 
walls and carry wet furniture to the street alongside the adults. “i’m not doing this to look good 
on a college application,” said a high school senior taking a break from dragging wet carpet to 
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the street. “i’m doing it because i have to. i can’t not help.” and in that way, Houston began its 
long recovery.

all in all, first responders rescued more than 10,000 people, and in the days after the storm, 
thousands of ordinary people donated money, clothes, furniture, labor, and whatever else they 
could to help their neighbors rebuild. some people cooked meals or ordered pizzas and brought 
them to strangers who were working on the homes of neighbors they did not know.

in the end, no one wanted the flood to happen, but the lessons of Harvey, Katrina, and the other 
storms that came before were powerful. When crisis happens, people will be there to help each 
other. 

Discussion
1. What would you do if you woke up and there was water coming into your home?

2. in your opinion, why did so many teenagers and people from other places help? 

3. There is a saying in english that “hard times bring out the best in people.” Do you agree? Can 
you give examples from your life? 

Insight sentences
1. This text/conversation made me think more about___________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ .

2. People volunteered to help because_______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ .

3. emergencies cause people to____________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ .

Vocabulary 
Circle the letter of the phrase that best completes the sentences. Then discuss the meaning of the 
sentences. Do you agree or disagree?

1. some older people may have rigid ways of thinking, so they struggle in a creative environment. 

a. creative and open mind 
b. a closed mind

2. it makes sense that most teenagers crave new experiences because their brains develop by 
learning from doing things.

a. feel a strong desire for adventure 
b. dislike things that are different
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Attentive Listening
Collaborating with others requires good listening skills. When people have your attention, 
they can talk through their ideas. When you have their attention, you can talk through 
yours. Then you can work together to put the best ideas into action. good listeners remem-
ber the ideas they hear. Then they respond to those ideas before they transition to their own 
ideas. 
Use one of the stems below to rephrase the speaker’s ideas.

 y i got you. You think . . .
 y Uh-huh. You get a lot out of . . .
 y so i think you are saying . . .
 y i like your point about . . . 

to transition, use one of the stems below to add or comment.
 y so here’s what i think: 
 y But don’t you ever feel that . . .?
 y Yeah, you’re exactly right, and i also think . . .
 y What you said about . . . makes me want to learn more about . . .

AttentiVe listening 
Form groups of four or five people to practice attentive listening. Choose a risk from the list below 
and then have a conversation. What can the risk-taker learn? Does it have positive or negative 
consequences or both?

Risks
 y sneaking out of the house without your parents knowing in the middle of the night
 y Climbing a tree, jumping off a bridge, or some other dangerous physical activity
 y Doing something in front of an audience such as giving a speech, participating in a debate, 

or acting in a play
 y Changing your appearance in some way such as dyeing your hair or wearing unusual clothes, 

make up, or jewelry
 y entering a contest or competition

Use the sentence stems from the box above and/or your own ideas.

a. Choose a timekeeper. The timekeeper sets a phone timer for three or four minutes and moni-
tors the speakers to make sure they listen attentively. The timekeeper should also make sure 
everyone has a chance to speak at least once before time runs out.



Rising Water

reAD the sCript

� Read Rising Water. Make notes. Then discuss the questions that 
follow.

the play takes place in a coastal city on the atlantic Ocean or 
the gulf of Mexico. it is the near future, and society is beginning to 
experience changing weather patterns. 

settings: The Cooper household, a restaurant, city streets, and a 
downtown public library. 

at times, the stage is divided into two areas. The Cooper home is 
always stage left, and the library scenes are always stage right. Other 
scenes can be center stage.

CAST
Ajax Cooper: (late teens) a high school teenager (if played by a 
female, her name is Jane.) 

Magnus horst: (late teens) ajax’s neighbor and classmate (if played 
by a female, her name is Margaret.) 

ivy Cooper: (15) ajax’s younger sister (if played by a male, his name 
is trey.)

sara Cooper: (mid-40s) ajax’s mother

gordon Cooper: (late 40s) ajax’s father

petra lewis: (30s) restaurant owner (if played by a male, his name 
is Peter) 
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Mrs. peele: (late 20s/early 30s) librarian (if played by a male, his 
name is Mr. Peele)

note: The roles of Petra and ivy can be played by the same actress if 

necessary because they are not in the same scenes.

scene 1: A bus stop in the rain. Ajax is pacing up and down the stage. 
Magnus sits and watches.

Ajax: (Looks at his phone or watch) i’m in trouble.

Magnus: Yes you are!

Ajax: (Sarcastically) That’s helpful, Magnus.

Magnus: i’m just sayin’. Your interview is at 3, right?

Ajax: Yes, and it’s not my fault. it’s the bus. 

Magnus: (Looks at his phone) it’s late.

Ajax: i know it’s late. But when is it going to get here?

Magnus: it’s raining. The bus is always slow when it rains. 

Ajax: i should have left sooner.

Magnus: if you had studied for the test, you could have finished in 
time. You probably just missed the 2:10. 

Ajax: Well, why aren’t you on the 2:10?

Magnus: Because i was talking to my teacher about an extra credit 
project. i don’t have a job interview, so i didn’t need to leave early.

Ajax: Yeah . . . well . . .

Magnus: it’s all about planning ahead, ajax. 

Ajax: Yeah well, i’m not you, Magnus. You’re perfect. everyone 
knows that.

Magnus: i’m not perfect, ajax. i’m organized. i plan ahead.

Ajax: Can we talk about something else?
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Magnus: like what?

Ajax: like . . .  Where is that bus?

Magnus: Maybe it’s stuck in the rain. The streets downtown flood, 
you know.

Ajax: i know.

Magnus: (Looks at his phone again) it’s at 34th and Willow. 

Ajax: (Looks at his phone or watch) i’ve got 20 minutes to get there.

Magnus: Do you want to hear what we talked about?

Ajax: Huh?

Magnus: With my teacher. We talked about CRisPR (pronounced 
“crisper”). 

Ajax: What’s CRisPR?

Magnus: it’s gene editing. When we have children, we’ll be able to 
pick out their characteristics.

Ajax: like what? like a boy or a girl? 

Magnus: Mm-hmm. You can choose gender, hair color, intelligence, 
lots of things.

Ajax: Yeah? 

Magnus: Yeah. 

Ajax: and you think that’s a good thing?

Magnus: it’s not good or bad; it’s just how it’ll be.

Ajax: Then all the kids will be like you, Magnus. 

Magnus: You think? 

Ajax: Yes, the world will be full of brainy kids. They’ll always be on 
time and they’ll read science books on saturday. 

Magnus: (A little smug) Well, society does need people who can 
solve the problems of the 21st century.
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Ajax: (Sighs loudly) i don’t get you. 

Magnus: What?

Ajax: Ordering your kid from a lab? it’s like creating a robot. 

Magnus: Oh, i wouldn’t say that.

Ajax: There will be tons of kids like you—nice, safe kids with big 
brains.

Magnus: (Frowns) i don’t know. . .

Ajax: That’s going to be so boring.

Magnus: no! not necessarily.

Ajax: Well, you’re the model child, Magnus, so you’re alright, aren’t 
you? People like me will disappear.

Magnus: What do you mean?

Ajax: Oh yeah, i can see it now. i want a kid who doesn’t do his 
homework. and, like, he doesn’t clean his room, that’s going to be 
great. Really, Magnus, do you think my parents would have chosen 
my genes?

Magnus: Uh, i’d rather not answer that. 

Ajax: Yeah, well i guess i’m lucky i live now! Cause if i lived in the 
future, i’d never be born.

Magnus: Huh? if you lived in the future, you’d never be born? That 
doesn’t make any sense. 

Ajax: You know what i mean.

Magnus: look at this way. You’d never know anyway because you 
wouldn’t exist! 

Ajax: (Sarcastically) Yeah, well that makes me feel good. 

Magnus: (Raises hands in a gesture of acceptance) Okay, Okay. i get 
it. (Pause) anyway, some parents might like a kid that’s, you know, 
challenging.
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Ajax: (Shrugs) i see it! There’s the bus! Finally!

(Both stand and put up their hoods or hold books or something over 
their heads as if standing in the rain as they wait for the bus.)

scene 2: The Cooper household. Sara Cooper is standing and watch-
ing the news on the television or even on a laptop. She has a spatula 
or wooden spoon in her hand as if she has been interrupted from her 
cooking. She hears a noise and turns her head toward the “door.” Gor-
don enters wearing a raincoat or maybe with an umbrella.

gordon: i’m home!

sara: (Turns off the television) What a relief! How is it out there? 

gordon: Pretty bad.

sara: Did you have any trouble? Car okay?

gordon: it wasn’t great, but i’m glad i left early. (He takes off his 
raincoat.) i took Willow street.

sara: good idea. Main always floods.

gordon: That’s what i was thinking. Willow had some water though. 
and everyone was leaving at the same time. 

sara: i know. i went to the store, and i couldn’t get to the parking lot. 

gordon: Really?

sara: Yeah. i needed chicken. i’m making soup for ivy.

gordon: good. How is she? is she still sick?

sara: Uh-huh. she hasn’t eaten anything all day. 

gordon: (Sighs) Right. so, is she still in bed? 

sara: Yes. she’s sleeping. 

gordon: i hear the flu is going around. Do you think she has the flu? 

sara: i hope not. it’s really bad this year. a lot of people are in the 
hospital!



Production

� Perform your play for your class or another class. You may also choose to video your play. Here 
are some suggestions for rehearsing and performing. 

a. rehearsed reading (also called Reader’s Theater): actors work with a director and the 
script. They sit or stand in one place. a stage manager reads the scene information at the 
beginning and end of a scene. Then the actors read the parts with a focus on emotion, stress, 
and intonation. (When actors are not in a scene it can be helpful to have them turn their 
backs to the audience.) 

b. staged reading (another form of Reader’s Theater): actors work with a director and the 
script. They also block the play. This means they move around the stage and work with 
props and a set just like in a theatrical production. However, they carry and read from a 
script when they need to. 

c. Full performance: actors prepare their roles, memorize their lines, and block the play. 
They perform for an audience just like in a real theatre. 

d. Video: Work with a videographer to record the performance. Find a quiet place to film so 
the microphone does not pick up extra noise. also make sure the actors speak loudly and 
clearly. edit the film and watch it later with your teacher, your group, or the whole class.

For resources on ways to perform the play, go to http://www.alphabetpublishingbooks.com/
integrated-skills-through-drama/.

AnAlyZe the plAy 
Reread the play silently. answer the questions on the following page by taking a few notes on your 
own. Then discuss your answers in a group.
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The Story Notes

The main characters of a story usually face 
challenges. They need to take action, but 
things get in their way. These obstacles can 
come from their own fear, other people, 
physical obstacles, or even nature. What 
personal challenges do the characters face 
in Rising Water?

a social issue is something that citizens of 
a community are discussing. They want to 
make good decisions about how to make 
life better for society. 
in your opinion, what social issues are 
raised in Rising Water? (There can be more 
than one!)

a play should have a personal connection. 
The audience should empathize with one or 
more characters. Do you feel similar to any 
of the people in Rising Water? explain.

Do you know people who have similar chal-
lenges to the people in Rising Water?

Assign rOles 
Decide who will play which character. There are different ways to do this.

 y give the director/teacher the names of two or three characters you are willing to play. Then 
that person assigns roles.

 y audition for a part. Read one scene with another student as one or more characters. The 
director/teacher assigns roles. 

 y Form groups and work together to decide who will play which part.

leArn yOur pArt
Read the play again and highlight your lines in yellow. Then make decisions about your character’s 
personality and emotions. The following activities can help.
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a. Read the vocabulary describing emotional states and the first example. Write a second 
example from your own experience or the play. Which words describe your character?

Example one Example two

accommodating

Chris does not eat meat, but she 
cooks meat dishes for her family.

agitated

Kiki is biting her nails and walking 
up and down while she waits for the 
doctor to tell her whether she is sick 
or not.

brainy 
Raul takes the highest-level math 
and physics classes. He plans on 
becoming a rocket scientist.

self-pitying
ed tells his friends he has a terrible 
life because he has to use an old 
phone. 

ill at ease
sven is not good at starting conver-
sations, so he feels uncomfortable at 
parties. 

impulsive
terry decides to climb a tree without 
thinking about how she will get back 
down.

inferior 
tia was not invited to join the sports 
team. she’s hurt, and it is hard for her 
to listen to others talking about it. 

rebellious

neda disobeys her parents and does 
not go to her saturday math class. 
instead she goes shopping with 
friends.
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reheArse
Read the play with other actors and talk about your characters’ relationships.

a. Use the sentence stems below or your own ideas to discuss your motivations with your 
scene partners.

In this scene,

i feel insecure about myself, but i don’t 
want you to know that. i’m frustrated.

i feel superior. i feel obligated to be polite.

i would like to make a good impres-
sion.

i feel sorry for myself.

My offer is not really sincere. i don’t really believe you. 

i am starting to get agitated.
 i’m ill at ease.

i’m pretending to go along with the 
plan. i feel a lot of relief at this moment. 

b. Review pragmatics. after a rehearsal with the other actors, answer the questions below. 
Then discuss your answers with your scene partners. 

1. How do other characters respond to you? Does it feel natural? 
2. How do your pragmatics choices make the play dramatic? try saying something with a 

different emotion. For example, try it with fear and then with confidence. Use different 
stress patterns, gesture, and voice until you feel comfortable.

3. What phrases or expressions do characters use to signal their feelings? For example, 
How can you just sit there? is an expression people use when they think another person 
needs to take an action.

4. Would you make the same language choices if you were in this situation in real life? is 
there any dialog you would like to change? Work with your scene partners to make any 
changes to the script.
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Yes/no questions have a rising intonation.

 y are you okay? 

 y Have you heard from ajax?

 y is there somewhere else you can go?

tag questions usually have an up pitch. The pitch is higher when we are asking for confirma-
tion, but the pitch goes down slightly when we are being critical or sarcastic.

 y Your interview is at three, right? (request for confirmation) 

 y The world needs all kinds of people, don’t you think? (expecting confirmation)

 y Well, we didn’t know that, did we? (sarcasm)

 y You’re alright, aren’t you! i’m the one who will disappear. (hurt)

People may also repeat a statement with question intonation or use a negative question. The 
pitch tends to go higher for inquiry and lower for expressing doubt, disagreement, or a confir-
mation, but it can change depending on the speaker’s emotional state and purpose. 

 y and you think that’s a good thing? (disagreement)

 y and you promise to stay in contact? (expecting confirmation)



Post-Performance

�The following activities can be used to explore themes and language after a production.

leAD A tAlkBACk
The director/teacher leads the class in a conversation about the play between the actors and the 
audience. While there are many ways to do this, the following process can help you insure a pro-
ductive discussion.

a. There is a five-minute break after the play ends while audience members take a few minutes 
to write some questions. Here are some examples:

 y How did you prepare for your role?
 y What decisions did your character make? Do you agree with those decisions? 
 y How is your own attitude toward danger similar to or different from your character’s?
 y What is the play’s message?
 y Do you think it shows the truth about people? 
 y Which type of teenager gets more praise in society today, kids like Magnus or kids like 

ajax? Why?
 y Magnus and ajax discuss a future in which parents can select characteristics. ajax thinks 

parents will select intelligence. Do you agree?
 y What will ajax and Magnus’s life be like in other ways?

b. The director and actors come out on stage and face the audience. The director invites ques-
tions and comments. The audience asks about the play or the characters. People can direct 
their questions to individual actors. They can also tell how the play made them feel or what 
it made them think about.

Write An AlternAtiVe enDing 
Break up into groups and discuss other possible endings. answer the questions. Then write your 
own scene(s).
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a. What happens in the new ending?
b. Why does it happen?
c. How will it affect the lives of the different people involved?
d. Which is a better ending for the characters?

Perform your new ending for another group. Which ending is more believable and why?

gAther lAnguAge

go through the script one more time. Circle phrases and stems that you want to remember for 
when you have important conversations. it can be helpful to look for language that helps you per-
form the functions below:

 y Responding to criticism
 y Hiding hurt feelings
 y Complaining about someone
 y Offering to help, accepting and declining help
 y expressing distress
 y expressing relief
 y arguing for a specific action

note: Pay attention to how language used in casual situations is different from more formal situations.

Practice the language in role-plays by creating new situations for the characters at school, work, or 
among friends. Create different motivations for each. Here are some examples.

 y Petra wants to talk to gordon about problems with her restaurant. gordon wants to politely 
leave so he can make a phone call.

 y sara is on the phone with a rescue boat. she is trying to give directions. The emergency 
operator cannot understand because of a bad connection.

 y gordon calls sara at the hospital. He wants all the details. sara does not want him to worry.
 y ajax wants Magnus to help clean people’s houses after the storm. Magnus is afraid the work 

will be physically difficult, but he does not want to admit his fear.
 y Petra complains about the city’s response to the storm. Mrs. Peele disagrees. she thinks the 

emergency responders are doing a good job.

hAVe A Mini-DeBAte

Choose one of the topics below. Then form two teams and a panel of judges. each team creates three 
or four arguments. Then each team member gets a turn to make one argument each. an opposing 
team member gets a chance to respond to each argument and make a counterargument. You may 
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peer FeeDBACk guiDe 
1. ask another actor questions to learn more about their performance.

a. What were your goals in creating your character and preparing for the performance? 

b. What did you enjoy about the process?

c. What was hardest for you? 

d. Did you develop any skills? explain.

2. tell the actor about your experience watching the play. You may use the stems below or your 
own ideas.

a. My impression was that your character felt . . .

b. My favorite part was when . . .

c. i’d like to know more about . . .

d. The play made me think about . . . 
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